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Abstract 

This was a single person case study that utilized A-B-A design to research the development and 

benefits of a therapeutic relationship with an individual on the Autism Spectrum within a meta-

verbal, art therapy context.  Traditional therapeutic alliances rely on verbal communication and 

this research focused on adapting those ideas when working with individuals who have a verbal 

communication deficit.  The eleven sessions were structured with a sequence of two informal 

assessment sessions, three nonverbal sessions, three verbal sessions and a final three nonverbal 

sessions.  The research studied how and when broader communication formats informed and 

shaped the therapeutic relationship.  Observation notes, therapist art responses, participant art-

works, and videotapes were gathered and collected for the data analysis.  The triangulated data 

sources were analyzed through methods of documentation, coding, and categorizing the meta-

verbal communication exchanges including, body language, gestures and symbolization, affect, 

and art-work to look for relationships within meta-verbal communication and traditional verbal 

therapeutic approaches.  This researcher found that using meta-verbal communication strategies 

with an individual on the Autism Spectrum could be beneficial in building a therapeutic 

relationship and as a meaningful approach to treatment.  
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

The word autism is derived from the Greek word ‘autos’ meaning ‘self’ and represents 

the self-focused world the person within this circumstance often seems to be absorbed in 

(Exkorn, 2005).  This self-absorption can be a defense mechanism because persons with autism 

often experience sensory input from the outside world in extremes and they learn to protect 

themselves.  Those around persons with autism need to be sensitive to the differentiation 

between self-soothing behaviors and blatant choices of disconnection (Evans & Dubowski, 

1999).  For example, most persons with autism experience sensory input in hypersensitive ways 

that often cause avoidance or withdrawal behaviors from the intolerable stimulus (Evans & 

Dubowski, 1999).  In contrast, others may experience hyposensitivity and be drawn to stimuli 

and to seek more sensory input (Patten, Ausderau, Watson & Baranek, 2013).  Sensitivity and 

sensory experiences in the world such as these can cause emotional and social conflicts as some 

persons with autism can feel scared or threatened and avoid stimuli while others may enjoy and 

require more sensory input such as using art media and the tactile experiences that go with art-

making.  Art materials may serve as a grounding point or a source of stability and stimuli that 

can aid in interpreting response behaviors through the inner language and logic of the individual 

(Caldwell, 2013).  Art making processes can meet sensory and arousal needs and are often used 

in a way to assess and compliment those needs and preferences (Hinz, 2009).  The kinesthetic 

mode of the Expressive Therapies Continuum (ETC) functions as stimulation, and as relaxing 

techniques through fluid art materials and can be helpful for those with extreme sensory needs 

(Hinz, 2009).  
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The Autism Spectrum, as defined by the American Psychiatric Association (2013), has 

many different forms and levels of severity.  This spectrum is now an umbrella diagnosis for 

autism symptoms, under which there are three major targeted criteria as compared to the 

previous four listed in the DSM-IV-TR (Lofthouse, Henren, Hurt, Arnold, & Butter, 2012).  For 

the updated edition of the DSM-V, symptom constancies remain in three main areas of identified 

‘deficits’ in social, behavioral, and communication ‘skills’ for an individual.  Apart from these 

main symptom areas, other comorbidities often exist in medical areas such as sleeping disorders, 

seizure disorders, gastrointestinal (GI) disorders, and psychological volatility such as mood, 

hyperactivity, and anxiety disorders (Geschwind & Levitt, 2007).  The spectrum diagnostic label 

was designed to include and collapse the multiple levels of mild to severe symptoms under one 

diagnostic label and reflects the growing knowledge and base that surround the understanding of 

autism.   

Problem Statement 

  It is widely understood that therapeutic relationships are a vitally important part of 

successful therapy interventions.  Best practices suggest that the relationship should be dynamic 

and growing while supportive of all that the client presents (Rostron, 2010).  This relationship 

sets up the foundation for understanding the messages put forth by the client verbally or 

nonverbally and informs the therapist of the directions interventions should go.  Traditional 

models for therapeutic relationships incorporate high levels of verbal communication from both 

sides to create a partnership of collaboration and interaction (Luborsky, O’Reilly-Landry, & 

Arlow, 2011).  For individuals on the Autism Spectrum who may present as low or nonverbal 

speakers, the strategies used in ‘traditional’ therapeutic relationships cannot be applied in the 

same ways.   
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This study purposed that the basic element needed for a positive therapy alliance is 

communication in all its forms.  Clients who do not verbally communicate readily are at risk for 

weaker therapeutic relationships if there is an overreliance on verbal exchange and talking.  

There are direct and measured benefits that result from a positive therapeutic connection 

represented in art therapy literature.  For example, art-based models in art therapy have a heavy 

reliance and value on developing the therapeutic relationship and the identity that forms along 

with it (C. Moon, 2002).  This model uses the relationship as a bridge between the client and the 

therapist towards the shared vision of therapy that includes goals and materials use.  Catherine 

Moon (2002) discussed how a shared vision is reported to create equality and move the 

therapeutic pair forward together, being guided by the art and the expressions within the 

relationship.  A therapeutic relationship has also been described by Wadeson (2010) as a method 

for building trust and better understanding of symbolism and meaning in created images.  In 

applying the idea of meta-verbal communication to meaning making Bruce Moon (2008) has 

discussed ‘beyond verbal’ techniques as key elements in art therapy interventions and 

relationship-building as well.  These art therapists and others have identified the importance of 

nonverbal processing of the created image, as well as safe provision of a space for the image to 

have its own voice and presence.  In summary, art-making has been essentially described as a 

vital place for all forms of communication and a visual record of the unspoken.  

While there is research on the importance of and how to establish therapeutic 

relationships in art therapy, there is limited research regarding the establishment of meta-verbal 

relationships for therapists working with clients diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum who are low 

or nonverbal speakers.  Meta-verbal means beyond words and is any form of communication 

taking place through body movements, art, music, dance, facial expressions, breathing, and 
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gestures or any other modality not limited to verbal words.  Meta-verbal techniques like art 

making have provided alternative modes of communication and the implied techniques have 

utilized a large array of methods for communicating and listening to all that is presented.  

Traditional treatments for individuals with an Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) have involved 

behavioral interventions focused on addressing the specific behaviors of the client that are seen 

as negative rather than developing the relationship with the therapist for its own therapeutic ends 

(Brownlow, 2010).  However, current research has focused on the power of the relationship and 

properties of rich social relationships with the therapist (Dawson, et al., 2004).  Developing a 

therapeutic relationship has reportedly attuned the clinician to the client’s experiences, logic, and 

world-view and assisted in building perspective and balance (Dawson et al., 2004).  This has 

been a process of ongoing assessment and attunement sensitivity that informed the art therapist 

of the client’s needs that are communicated verbally or nonverbally through the meta-verbal 

processes of art-making but also that of movement, gestures, and sounds (Rostron, 2010).  

Therapeutic needs can center on emotional and behavioral expressions such as satisfaction or joy 

versus physical pain and distress, or the need for and experience of positive human connections 

(McKenzie, Smith & Purcell, 2012).   

Art therapy has provided a safe place for therapeutic relationships to grow and art-

making as alternative modes of communication that are beyond verbal (Hinz, 2009; B. Moon, 

2008).  Meta-verbal processing can directly aid supportive therapeutic relationships between 

therapists and persons with autism because it provides a larger range of possible routes for 

communication and is adaptable to each individual.  Art therapy has developed applied practices 

and identified many benefits to building a positive therapeutic relationship through fostering 

nonverbal communication and understanding the inner world of the client (Robbins, 1997).  With 
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continual growth in the number of persons diagnosed with ASD, the need is present for 

individualized interventions that support diverse forms of communication.   As art therapy 

professionals in particular, we need to know how to listen and witness others and be sensitive to 

what needs are being communicated.  This includes how to understand and engage nuanced 

nonverbal communication and hone skills applicable with many levels and types of expression.  

Research Questions 

 There is a lack of research in the area of meta-verbal communication, with a specific 

emphasis on its power within the therapeutic relationship and how to develop it with low or 

nonverbal speakers in art therapy.  How do art therapists build therapeutic relationships with 

individuals who have an Autism Spectrum Disorder?  The traditional therapeutic relationship 

focuses on a give and take, back and forth exchange that tends to heavily rely on verbal 

processing and communication.  For a person on the Autism Spectrum, these ideas must be 

reconsidered and adapted to suit the often complex and differentiated brain development of that 

individual.  Obstacles towards the establishment of rapport could include odd behaviors, 

difficulty in attunement, and social or language deficits associated with ASDs that result in little 

or no verbal communication.  What does a therapeutic relationship look like and how might the 

details and delivery of it change if the individual receiving support was a low or nonverbal 

communicator?  How can ‘back and forth’ communication be focused on the meta-verbal 

processes and the interactions taking place without words?  Without the reliance on verbal 

communication, could the meta-verbal therapist use those initial sessions to reach, experiment, 

and connect without threatening or overwhelming the client but become engaged in a dual 

process of art-making (Bragge & Fenner, 2009)?  Could this be done through interactive play or 
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art-making, shared observations, or therapist-created images and responses reflecting on what the 

client is doing is order to join with client in their present state?  

Basic Assumptions 

There are many false stereotypes about individuals with Autism and it is generally 

believed that they lack the ability to connect with other people.  This is a critical point to the 

purpose of this study because while some individuals may seem aloof or distant, they could be 

responding to the surrounding stimuli and disconnecting in order to protect themselves from a 

sensory overload (Evans & Dubowski, 1999).  It is the assumption of this researcher that 

individuals on the Autism Spectrum are often underestimated or generalized and the result of that 

is personally unique connections are not often attempted by therapeutic professionals.  While 

some individuals with autism may also experience trouble in the outward displays of affection or 

in individual or group communication this does not mean they do not desire to engage in 

meaningful relationships.  Such generalized assumptions about persons with autism critically 

effect how research and therapy are conducted (Emery, 2004).  

Some art therapists have also assumed the importance of meta-verbal communication as a 

natural occurrence in art-making processes (Hinz, 2009; B. Moon, 2008).  Moreover, activities of 

art-making are believed to provide a wide variety of nonverbal experiences which offer clients 

emotional release, connection to their unconscious thought processing, and outlets for the 

expression of needs because their art becomes a third party witness to the process (Isserow, 

2008).  This researcher believed that in studying and being attuned to specific meta-verbal 

processes such as body language and gestures, would yield better observations of behavior and 

interactions in sessions that could provide substantial insight about the participant.  It is also 

believed that therapists for persons with autism in turn could create person-centered goals and 
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interventions based on the needs being communicated at multiple levels.  This researcher and 

others have noted that most individuals with autism benefit from a strong therapeutic relationship 

with their therapist and we are interested in how the art-making itself can become a common 

meta-verbal language encounter (Meyerowitz-Katz, 2008).  The importance of communication in 

all forms is a common held practice by most art therapists, however language considerations and 

the unique challenges presented when working with a client on the ASD change the approaches 

and potentially block the dynamics of the relationship itself.  This researcher has asserted that 

everyone communicates and when ‘normal’ communication methods are unavailable, individuals 

compensate in a myriad of ways to develop their own personal language (Caldwell, 2013).  

Subsequently, sensitive observation to behaviors and intensive attunement was studied to provide 

information about how and what the participant in the study was communicating.  

Another assumption held by this researcher was in what the purpose and frame of therapy 

could be for a person with ASD.  Traditional therapy goals and interventions have often over-

focused on ‘normalizing’ behaviors and the therapist becomes centered on reducing perceived 

‘negative’ behaviors of the clients.  Thus the therapeutic focus becomes ‘presenting behaviors’ 

that may or may not be directed related to the individualized core symptoms of Autism that may 

never be changed or greatly impacted.  There are often competing priorities in goal-planning and 

basic assumptions from teachers, parents or medical professionals as to where therapies ‘should 

go’ and that do not typically provide the client a voice or self-empowerment and have often 

dehumanized the individual to a set of behaviors (Bragge & Fenner, 2009).  For example, there 

has been a historical push in treatment with the ASD’s population for positive socialization.  

Though individuals have typically struggled in this area and may have needed assistance with 

their self and peer expression, it was also important to remember personality types and honor 
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how an introverted personality would handle social interaction differently than an extroverted 

personality.  An individual with autism, who may struggle socially, might also be an introvert, a 

sensitive awareness to this need would better inform treatment and honor the core personality 

sources of behavior rather than labeling behaviors as ‘symptomatology’.  Informed treatment can 

involve the client and empower them to be a voice and central presence to their own treatment 

(Bragge & Fenner, 2009).  By focusing on the client’s need, the therapist has created a person-

centered treatment plan that remains focused on client strengths and interests (Phelvin, 2012).  

Nuanced meta-verbal communication such as visual observations and gestural response may also 

enhance joint processing around art-making and make for more attuned therapist-client 

communication (Isserow, 2013).  

Purpose of Study 

The general purpose of this study was to understand and document how one therapeutic 

relationship was established with sensitivity to the alternative communication styles of a client 

with ASD.  A secondary purpose of this study was to provide a better understanding and 

articulation of the therapeutic relationship with this population can access meta-verbal processes 

happening in-session activities such as art-making.  The therapeutic relationship dynamics were 

observed in purposeful ways and guided the participant’s needs in real-time and as the 

participant presented them.   

Moreover, the researcher sensitivity to subtle changes and meta-communication were 

also studied to show how to build more directly off the strengths and interests of the client rather 

than targeting negative behaviors as an alternative form of treatment for those with ASDs.  

Stated another way, when self-positives and strengths of the client and relationship were built on 

and brought forward, did any of the self-soothing and ‘negative’ behaviors potentially decrease?  
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Various emotional, behavioral, communication and social needs were studied through meta-

verbal communication and they took place through the client-therapist interactions, and where 

the art-making was a connection point (Isserow, 2013).  An approach such as this differed from 

traditional behavior focused interventions and may have provided new strategies for working 

with the Autistic population.   

A third purpose of this study is to record data around the therapeutic relationship between 

the researcher and the participant to examine if the relationship provided any positive affects in 

other areas of functioning associated with autism.  By addressing underlying issues such as 

anxiety, the core symptoms of autism such as anxiety-related behaviors can be affected.  This 

study seeks to show that connection and the positive influence a therapeutic relationship built 

with meta-verbal strategies can have on a client with an ASD.   

Definition of Terms   

 Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is in the group of disorders, which typically manifest in 

the early years of development.  ASDs are classified by persistent deficits in the areas of social 

interactions, communication, and restricted and repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric 

Association, APA, 2013).  Social deficits can include impaired interactions, abnormal 

approaches, or problems with or lack of verbal language (APA, 2013).  Language deficits can 

result in paucity of verbal language for the speaker or low-verbal and no verbal communication 

that is referred to as nonverbal.  Repetitive behaviors, inability to cope with changes in schedule 

and fixated interests are also common indicators (APA, 2013).   

Other disorders may occur with ASD but are not always present.  Disorders that 

commonly co-exist are intellectual impairment, medical conditions, physical handicaps, and 

behavioral or mental disorders but not limited to this list.  Within Autism Spectrum Disorder, 
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there are different levels of individualized functioning ranging from ‘high to low.’  These levels 

of functioning typically indicate the individual’s ability for independence, severity of deficits, 

and amount of care needed (APA, 2013).  An Intellectual Disability (ID) can also co-occur with 

Autism or it can stand-alone as a diagnosis defined by deficits in intellectual functioning and 

adaptive functioning for persons diagnosed and not necessarily assessed by low IQ scores only 

(APA, 2013).  IDs are also on a severity scale from mild to profound and the level of adaptive 

functioning of the individual determines the amount and type of support needed.  Within this 

population there can also be low or nonverbal individuals with co-occurring mental health 

disorders, behavioral issues, and physical or medical concerns.   

The therapeutic relationship is the ongoing connection between the client and the art 

therapist (Wadeson, 2010).  Best practices in art therapy have instructed that it be supportive, 

open and receptive to the needs of the client, and be modeled as the therapist as helper, partner, 

or collaborator (Luborsky, O’Reilly-Landry & Arlow, 2011).  The relationship is conceived of as 

a give and take process where power distribution and communication flow back and forth from 

the therapist and the client.  There are reported healing strengths in the therapeutic relationship 

and the foundation of its establishment is through a therapist being attuned to the client and their 

needs overtime (Rostron, 2010).  

Meta-verbal means beyond words and includes body movements, facial expressions, and 

gestures that are taking place outside the realm of spoken language.  For example, a client’s 

actions and behaviors, body language, gestures, and interactions with the art media, therapist, 

and the environment can inform the therapist of client’s needs (Phelvin, 2012).  For individuals 

who are low or nonverbal speakers, this form of communication may be their primary mode and 

moreover, the meta-verbal process of art-making can offer specific insight into multiple needs 
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and drives in treatment (Phelvin, 2012).  Meta-verbal communication is also adaptable, and uses 

the individual’s strengths and personality as a means of understanding (Mirenda, 2008).   

Rationale 

 A recent study by the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) stated that 1 in 

68 children are now being diagnosed with an Autism Spectrum Disorder per year which is 30% 

higher than that recorded in 2008, 60% more than 2006, and 120% higher than 2002-2000 

(2014).  With the etiology and cause of autism still under debate it has become clear that this is a 

growing early diagnosis in children as well as a late onset diagnosis for adults.  Critical attention 

to these rising numbers of clients and their treatment concerns are greatly needed.  Previous 

studies have shown that contrary to popular opinion, over half of those persons diagnosed do not 

include a co-occurring intellectual disability (CDC, 2014).  The client’s needs, preferences, and 

interests vary from one individual to another and sensitive meta-verbal practices help recognize 

and develop personalized support (Isserow, 2013).  Meta-verbal processing focuses on how the 

client interprets the world around them and how the therapist can complement that worldview 

(Rostron, 2010).  Personalized support stems from a deep understanding of the client’s needs 

derived from a strong therapeutic connection.  Without a relationship being established, many 

needs and nuances would be lost.  Art therapy could benefit from research that evaluates the 

meta-verbal in a therapeutic relationship and develops key strategies for utilizing these areas in 

therapeutic rapport and ongoing treatment support for individuals with ASD.  Therapeutic 

alliance literature would also benefit from studies exploring how to establish this relationship 

from the beginning, working with any challenges presented by the client.  
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CHAPTER II 

Literature Review 

The Etiology of Autism Spectrum Disorders 

 Research has shown that Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are a collection of symptoms 

noted for significant impairment in three major areas of functioning; social, communication, and 

behaviors (Wing, 1997).  Current studies have shown a strong link between autism diagnoses and 

genetic dispositions affected by environmental risk factors for fetuses in utero (Benvenuto, 

Moavero, Alessandrelli, Manzi, & Curatolo 2009).  In contrast, Garber (2007) concluded that the 

causes of autism might come from abnormalities at the synapses in the brain.  Sivapalan and 

Aitchison (2014) conducted a recent study focused on brain activity and similarly found that 

ASD symptoms seemed to be neurologically based.  Exkorn (2005) proposed how over many 

decades the autism diagnostic information and technology have advanced together to illustrate a 

larger picture of this disorder and have lain to rest antiquated theories such as the lack of 

maternal nurturing caused autism.  While the specific reason is still being debated and 

scrutinized, the true cause remains a mystery though researchers believe there is no single 

source, but a combination of genetic disposition and environmental factors.  The consistencies 

remain however in the diagnostic criteria and specific areas of deficits which are communication, 

social and behavioral.  

The Communication Spectrum of Autism 

Earlier clinical research of autism conducted by Wing (1997) showed the communication 

impairments in a triad with sub-groups of interaction styles and these ideas are the cornerstone 

for interventions today.  Her research was conducted in her clinical settings and one to one 

patient work with individuals on the spectrum.  She studied the sub-groups of ASD interaction 
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styles by summarizing works of previous autism researchers such as Dr. Hans Asperger.  Wing 

noted that communication deficits ran along a spectrum from as severe as no development of 

verbal language to the cultivation of highly commutative language.  She also noted that the 

language deficits of individuals with autism often manifested in conversational skills, aloofness, 

passive attitudes to those around them, and odd interactions.  Wing described how some clients 

in the clinical setting wished to remain distant and found satisfaction in solitude whereas others 

desired high levels of human interaction, much like the spectrum of extrovert and introvert 

personality types found in the general population.  Complimentary research with the ASD 

population has also shown that verbal language is not the only pathway of communication for 

intercommunicating with others and for individuals with autism, there exists a vital 

intracommunication system that is engaged at an early age to understand and interpret the world 

around them (Evans & Dubowski, 1999).  

Behavioral and Social Considerations  

Behavioral concerns commonly associated with ASDs are repetitive or restricted 

behaviors (APA, 2013) that can also be self-soothing, aggressive or self-injurious in nature.  

Patten, Ausderau, Watson, and Baranek (2013) conducted quantitative research that showed 

aggressive behavior was commonly associated with low or nonverbal speakers as they had no 

language to verbalize fears, frustrations, pain or distress.  The participants were 79 children with 

a diagnosis on the Autism Spectrum with ages ranging from two years to seven years old.  The 

groups were sub-categorized by ‘verbal’ and ‘nonverbal’ based on amount of words used during 

the initial intake assessment.  The groups were given a Sensory Experiences Questionnaire 

consisting of 42 questions assessing the levels of sensory responsiveness for each child, which 

were completed by the individual caretakers.  The results showed that children who were in the 
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nonverbal group exhibited higher levels of sensory seeking behavior.  They suggested behavior 

came in observable patterns and sensitive observation could inform the therapist of stimuli that 

was overwhelming or caused anxiety (Patten et al.).  Behaviors then became the communication 

and needs were acted out in the only way the individual could express them.   

Kanne and Mazurek (2011) studied how aggression was directed outwardly or towards 

the individual that in some cases caused injury and had negative effects on multiple areas of 

functioning.  Significantly, they showed that the prevalence of aggression was higher among 

individuals with verbal language delays.  The study had a sample of 1,380 children between the 

ages of 4 and 17 on the Autism Spectrum.  The parents of the participants completed an Autism 

Diagnostic Interview-Revised focused on showing developmental history and core symptoms of 

autism.  Aggression was a section in the interview and parents could rate from ‘no aggression at 

all’ to ‘violence including use of implements’.  The results showed over half of the participants 

displayed mild to high levels of aggressive behavior with the largest percentage occurring in 

those aged 6-8 years old.   

Dunst, Trivette, and Hamby (2011) also described how 78 individuals between the ages 

of 1-17 responded when they were presented with interest-based interventions and personal 

attention that seemed to result in reduced aggressive behavior for participants.  Control groups 

compared adult-selected activities and child selected activities and the data assessed how the 

ability of choice reduced aggression presented over time in therapy.  Essentially, repetitive 

behaviors have been found to be self-soothing to combat stimuli or create internal or external 

order.  Similarly Epp (2008) researched the prevalent preference for schedules and consistency in 

this population and how that rigidity caused stress and anxiety for not only family members and 

caregivers but for also the individual.  She created a program of group therapy for students with 
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autism that kept the same schedule, practiced social skills and had a structured art activity.  Pre 

and post surveys were given to the parents of the 44 participants to assess social skills and 

problem behaviors.  The data collected showed a decrease in all areas showing that structured 

activities as well as art-based activities are positive interventions in the autism population over 

time.  

Social deficits that are present can be interrelated to other areas of deficits and differ from 

one person to another in severity and expression.  Wing’s (1997) clinical observations with 

children on the spectrum showed how some individuals were aloof and did not wish to engage 

socially at all and seemed to be indifferent, while others were very open and sociable.  The 

concerns of verbal communication in social situations were the lack of responsive understanding, 

expressive communication, and complex back and forth conversing, not necessarily the lack of 

interest in social engagement.  Someone for example who has an introvert personality type may 

prefer solitary activities, but has the ability to engage socially when necessary.  For a client with 

autism, these same considerations should be applied and preferences respected with interventions 

used when the ability not desire lacks.  Appropriate interventions help address all the concerns 

and offer the client opportunities to learn and develop their strengths to live the best life they can.  

Traditional Treatments of ASD 

A review of traditional treatments evidenced a general focus on behavior-oriented 

theories while recent studies have shown the benefits of alternative therapies that range from 

dietary changes, animal-assisted, physical interventions such as massage, psycho-educational and 

the creative arts.  Lofthouse, et al., (2012) conducted a cross-sectional review of current 

alternative treatments and compared known effectiveness.  Vitamins were found to improve 

associated medical concerns like sleep disorders and GI disorders.  Though these supplements 
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showed improvement in areas such as medical concerns, they did not target the specific 

symptoms of autism.  Lofthouse et al. concluded that interventions which begin early, as ASDs 

are most often diagnosed at very young ages, and are supportive and educational in nature have 

been found to be the most effective.  These researches noted how treatments constantly grow and 

change and as alternative therapies are developed to assist individuals with autism, further 

research will provide greater understanding into this disorder.   

Other researchers have found and highlighted the negative connotations around the label 

of ASD and it has been debated to regard the condition being a ‘disease’ or not.  Author and 

mother of a child with autism Sicile-Kira (2014) reflected on her personal experiences and 

involvement in online parents discussion boards about the discontentment amongst parents and 

individuals as to the label of Autism as ‘a disease in need of being cured’ and ‘normalizing’ 

those individuals.  

In a related study, Brownlow (2010) survived online parent discussion boards to assess 

what needs were being addressed and top concerns amongst parents.  The data collected from 

four online groups surveyed showed that therapeutic interventions were the number one concern 

among parents.  The second concern was the idea of normalizing individuals through therapy. 

Interventions derived from a mindset of autism as a disease to be cured attempt to make the 

person fit into the general world by trying to mold them into expected roles and behaviors.  The 

general attitude there is often aimed at ‘normalizing’ the person without acknowledging 

personality types, preferences or preferred activities.  Moreover, behavioral-based interventions 

have shown that this approach limits the individual and does not focus on their unique strengths 

or interests, with the suggestion the client is not good enough but had to conform to ideals in 

order to ‘fit in’ (Brownlow).   
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Art Therapy for Individuals on the Autism Spectrum  

Research has shown how art therapy has forged many advances with this client group and 

as compared to traditional interventions.  Bragge and Fenner (2009) found that a primary 

beneficial element for clients in art therapy is the alternative option of communication through 

art-making and the creation of images.  They created a process model for working one to one 

with clients with autism called the Interactive Square.  These authors developed this model of 

treatment with four components in play, the client, the therapist, the client art and the therapist 

art.  Their study was a single person case study and they worked methodically through a process 

of building rapport, client made art, therapist made art, comparing both art-works, and 

summation of interactions and dual art creating.  They studied the phenomenology of 

communication as it took place in the non-verbal process of art-making, through the dual art 

responses from the client as well as the therapist response journals and art-work.  Bragge and 

Fenner also documented how communication took place between the client and the therapist 

through dual creative processes and the active participation of the therapist.  A key finding was 

how this model of interactive therapy provided the client an experience of a positive social 

engagement.  

Art therapy has been found to help with sensory regulation through various explorations 

of art media (Martin, 2008).  Studies have also shown the positive affects art-based interventions 

have had on relieving stress, enhancing social skills and improving communication (Epp, 2008).  

Many clients with autism who receive services may have deficits in the areas of symbol 

formation and creativity, which can be explored and developed through art therapy.  Authors 

Evans and Dubowski (1999) demonstrated that art therapy can help with symbol formation by 
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the exploration of recognizing and understanding representational objects through image making 

in art therapy through their clinical work with children on the spectrum.  

Therapeutic Relationships 

 A therapeutic relationship builds over time with effort put in by the therapist and the 

client.  However, with diverse populations, Learmonth and Gibson (2010) found that the 

therapist might need to re-evaluate the approach within the context of the individual situation and 

how the therapeutic relationship works for different circumstances and needs.  For a relationship 

to be therapeutic many specific elements must be present and cultivated with sensitivity to the 

client’s perceptions and experiences.  Along these lines, Henley (1986) researched the sensitive 

approach to utilizing the client’s personal resources through art-making and being attuned to the 

unique perceptions that were presented.  He documented a single case study with an older man 

with limited language perception.  His data was collected through observations of presented 

behaviors from the client and accumulated art-work.  The art-work showed a progression in 

released energy as reflected in changes of line structure in the images.  For example, line work 

became less tight and rigid over the course of art therapy sessions and seemed to demonstrate a 

reduction in anxiety and a form of communicating those changes.  

 In a single case study with a young boy on the ASD Spectrum, Emery found (2004) how 

the relationship was established at the onset of therapy and took a variety of sessions to build 

rapport as well as accept the changes in communication as the alliance developed over time.  She 

created a case study with a young boy on the Spectrum in art therapy sessions for 7 months.  Her 

work included a focus on early childhood development in relationships and what that looked like 

in a healthy child compared to a child with autism and likened that to a therapeutic relationship.  

Their work used drawing of familiar places like restaurants to develop image formation, which in 
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turn improved overall communication and language skills as demonstrated in therapy sessions.  

Image formation shown in the progression of the art created from the study showed an increase 

in symbolic images and variation of representations, which was encouraged and developed 

throughout the therapeutic relationship.  

Greenberg (2014) identified that a key element to establishing a therapeutic relationship 

was the foundation of safety within the environment and the relationship.  Greenberg also 

studied the benefits of therapeutic relationships as they build over time to assist the client in 

regulating their inner states.  His work was reflective in nature from clinical work as well as a 

single case study.  The author worked with a young woman dealing with grief and the transcript 

from their sessions demonstrated how witnessing and being present for the client provided a 

sense of safety within the therapeutic setting.  The model the researcher used to create safety was 

empathetic attunement, a therapeutic bond, and collaborative tasks.   

A safe environment has been found to generally consist of physical safety, which 

included necessary adaptations of equipment or room layout to accommodate any physical 

needs.  In compliment McClean and Grey (2012) studied how the reduction of outside noise, 

interruptions and other potential stress factors lessened the anxiety of their clients with Autism.  

Their case study research focused on four individuals who had an ASD as well as an additional 

diagnosis of in ID.  All four participants had negative behaviors such as aggression that caused 

self-injurious behaviors.  The researchers created a program to implement three types of 

interventions to show the effects of reducing stress.  Their three areas were: removing excess 

stimuli, building a quality relationship and creating visual activity schedules.  The results showed 

reduction in aggressive behaviors between all three interventions with the relationship building 

intervention having the most amount of change.  Individuals on the Spectrum have sensitivity to 
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visual stimuli as well and that should be a consideration for clutter or decorative items in the 

studio.  Additional diagnoses such as ID or Pica may be present and practical safety measures 

like all non-toxic materials should be used.  These researchers found that consistent schedules 

and clear procedures like picture schedules also provided the client with less potential triggers 

and in the study were the second highest intervention.  

Dolphin, Byers, Goldsmith and Jones, (2014) completed individual case studies in their 

clinical settings using a variation of art and play therapy interventions focused on potential 

triggers and the effect relationships had on a child or individual with autism within a one to one 

art therapy session.  Their work suggested that persons on the Autism Spectrum feel insecure in 

their relationships and common factors of miscommunication occurred due to their inability to 

understand nuances or the unpredictability that occurs in relationship exchanges.  They 

suggested that these experiences often left the person with autism feeling disconnected and 

untrusting in relationships.   

Hatamzadeh, Poureremad, and Hassanabadi (2010) documented a case study 

experimental design with four young boys with high functioning autism.  The individual child’s 

conduct was assessed through the 36 query and response questionnaire The Eyberg Child 

Behavior Inventory that was completed by the guardians.  Parent-Child Interaction Therapy 

(PCIT) was used in weekly sessions where the parents were taught how to build a strong and 

nurturing relationship.  The researchers found that established, secure and nurturing relationships 

like that found in a parent-child relationship provide a reduction in problem behaviors when 

compared dysfunctional or non- supportive relationships.  The data also showed a significant 

reduction in intensity and frequency of aggressive behaviors after interventions.  Greenberg 

(2014) likewise noted how a supportive, open therapist that could facilitate the studio in a safe 
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and supportive way provided the best possible atmosphere for therapy.  For clients with an ASD, 

being open and supportive will look different which each person.  Key factors to be considered 

are the personality of the client and their preferred mode of interaction.   

Evans and Dubowski (1999) described how the general interaction styles and best 

practices in therapy settings with this population included non-directive, sensitive, and directive 

approaches.  For instance, participants who were more sensitive got easily over stimulated and a 

‘retreat-approach’ strategy was used and was less invasive.  Evans and Dubowski also studied 

how participants who were non-directive and unresponsive and communicated their needs 

through sensitive attunement to body language and meta-verbal communication.  They learned 

through watching the participants’ simple movements and interactions with the art media within 

an art therapy session could assist the therapist in how to read what the person was saying and 

where their personal boundaries were.  Persons with a directive interaction style were found to be 

compliant with requests from the therapist and demonstrated some responsive but limited 

communication.  A compliant client showed a struggle to make a personal choice but could be 

empowered to choose media and images on their own when given the space to do so.  

Evans and Duboski also found that the use of significant strategies such as mirroring 

movements and body position attuned the therapist to the internal world of the client.  These 

researchers documented how mirroring provided attunement as well as a non-threatening way of 

connection to the client.  An additional technique of mirroring could be drawing an image of the 

activity the client is engaged in or replicating the client’s art or art making process.  Bragge and 

Fenner (2009) similarly conducted a dual case study using therapist created art as the fourth 

mode of connection.  Their study showed how therapist-created images helped with the therapist 

counter-transference and also helped them to connect to the client.  These art therapist 
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researchers added the active tool of art communication for participant expression and these 

created images reflected their actions and interests directly.  Researchers found that the 

additional element of mirroring through drawing allowed for an acknowledgement of what was 

happening and witnessed and honored interactivity without judgment or interference.  Work by 

Dolphin, et al., (2014) recorded similar experiences from their own practices about the function 

of counter-transference in working with persons with autism.  Their conclusions were that the 

nature of the relationship was communicated through the counter-transference experiences of the 

therapist.  Drawing elements of the relationship became a tool that they used to provide non-

directive interventions to further explore their personal reactions in relation to the experience of 

the client.  Art-making here then became a means of processing personal reactions and 

impressions to better understand what was being presented.  

Evans and Dubowski (1999) noted how persons diagnosed with an ASD demonstrated 

different behaviors in art therapy sessions that included coping skills developed by the client to 

relieve stress.  They described how sensitive attunement clued the therapist into the world of the 

client to better understand the cause of the behavior and accept that some expressions were not 

bad but helped relieve anxiety.  Greenberg (2014) noted how empathy and positive regard were 

also critical tools in the facility of a therapeutic relationship.  Empathy created a relational bond 

and gave the therapist the necessary tools to build attunement.  Therapeutic presence was found 

to combine these elements and engage the ‘whole self’ to what was important in that moment 

(Geller, Greenberg & Watson, 2010).  This was a deliberate effort on the therapist’s end to be 

with the client in all capacities (Geller et al., 2010).  Clients on the Autism Spectrum can benefit 

from this attunement, joint attention and shared experiences (Henley, 1986).  Joint attention 
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however may not be desired with some clients who found the focus intimidating or 

overwhelming (Evans & Dubowski, 1999).  

Brownlow (2010) noted how traditional interventions for a person with autism focus on 

the reduction of negative behaviors through cause and affect activities; reward/withhold systems 

and other methods to ‘normalize’ the client.  He also reported how this approach has been found 

to be harmful at times and could reduce the potential strengths and value for differences of the 

person receiving services.  Bragge and Fenner (2009) also postulated that successful approaches 

have more directly involved the client preferences and built off how they wished to define the 

relationship and what needs they presented.  Bragge and Fenner summarized that the therapeutic 

relationship within art therapy served as a model for further positive social engagement outside 

of therapy for individuals on the Autism Spectrum.  

Henley (1986) found that a strong therapeutic relationship informed the therapist of 

needs, strengths, personal interests, and direction for interventions with clients.  The researcher 

conducted a single case study with an individual who was considered to be low functioning.  The 

client and therapist got to know each other in this personal, one to one context and it provided 

insight and deeper understanding of behaviors and actions as they were presented.  This 

researcher emphasized how the quality of the therapeutic relationship affected the level of 

success and meaningful impact for the participant.  In summary, Henley found that a therapeutic 

relationship for persons on the ASD Spectrum must be redefined in each individual situation and 

created to meet the unique needs of the client.  These nuanced relationships like any other 

relationship will look different in each scenario and have altered strategies and approaches.  In 

working with a client with autism, the researchers found that watching and listening to each 

movement and interaction provided understanding about how to shape the developing alliance.  
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The participant studied had additionally cognitive and developmental delays and possessed 

limited modes of expression so that the art-work became important expressive data and 

information.  

Meta-Verbal Communication 

Researchers have collectively demonstrated how communication can take place through 

silent to sounded actions of art-making and ‘beyond verbal’ exchanges with the therapist.  Art 

therapists have emphasized this idea through honoring the presence of the visual image (B 

Moon, 2008) and the active process of art-making (Got & Cheng, 2011).  Understanding and 

implementing diverse forms of safe, expanded formats of communication took time, sensitivity, 

and intuition that were all informed by the therapeutic relationship.  With clients on the ASD 

Spectrum, careful attention to dynamic communication forms seemed critical and was 

conceptualized as primary modes of language for persons with ASD (Phelvin, 2012).  Just as in 

artwork, repeated patterns of exchange are presented dynamically through behaviors (Reuzel, 

Embregts, Bosman, Cox, van Nieuwenhuijzen, & Jahoda, 2013).  Moreover, such behaviors 

served as indicators for building anxiety or frustration from the client.  Persons with autism may 

become frustrated with tasks, the possible overbearing presence of the therapist, and the inability 

to effectively communicate or filter external stimuli.  Self-soothing actions were indicative of 

building climaxes of emotions and possible triggers (Evans & Dubowski, 1999).  That is to say 

not all of these behaviors are negative but rather can be individually expressive and can be 

evaluated more as helpful or harmful coping skills.  

Meta-verbal communication has been found to encompass a large area of expression and 

consists of movement, sounds, gestures, and other kinetic impulses.  Rose (2012) showed how 

art-making as nonverbal communication provided a connection between emotion and motion in 
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individual art therapy sessions.  His work summarized previous research that focused on implicit 

motion created through art-making and its application in art therapy.  That connection served as a 

translation of experiences that otherwise might have been missed.  Moreover, subtle movements, 

eye contract or avoidance of eyes, and facial expressions provided vital clues about the client as 

studied by Phelvin (2012).  His clinical and observational research focused on persons with 

profound learning disabilities and how care staff learned about the client’s needs through 

nonverbal communication.  This study showed how the use of therapist intuition and attunement 

to what was being ‘said’ or communicated took place on nonverbal levels.  Observations on such 

a clinical level showed that facial expressions, eye contact to looking away and body gestures 

were the main forms of communication with that population.  He created a framework for 

interpreting behaviors to further understand the underlying messages communicated by attuning 

to what was becoming communicated.  Likewise, Rostron (2010) also provided single case study 

experimental research on how nonverbal communication can be unconscious or more deliberate 

attunement when an individual was indicating needs.  He created a data framework of 

participant-made images, client verbalized transcript of images, therapist impressions, and a 

transcript of therapist verbalizations for images.   

Rostron’s (2010) study was carried out over two years with a young man diagnosed with 

Autism.  He suggested that by entering into the world of the client the therapist could perceive 

critical information to inform the relationship and better assist.  The attunement itself became a 

therapeutic act and a mode of attention to what was being presented and in turn, the client 

developed more positive social interactions.  Apart from specific communication such as 

distress, emotional needs can be expressed in broader communication attunement beside verbal 

exchanges.  The researcher started at the beginning and determined first what the client 
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understood as far as how emotions are expressed and defined, not assuming they have this 

knowledge.  Rostron also believed that reinforcing to clients that emotions are good and the 

experience of something like anger was not wrong and does not make the person bad, but there 

are helpful and harmful ways of expressing themselves more fully.  

Summary 

There is much research about the meta-verbal processes of art-making and the potential 

benefits these dynamic exchanges have brought to the therapeutic relationship.  However there is 

a lack of focus concerning this function within the therapeutic relationship and with the ASD 

population.  Therapeutic presence with the client during a session, whether art is made or not, 

could be beneficial and provide a means of connection.  The art-making process has been shown 

to provide access to additional insight and symbolic expression.  In this way, the client has been 

evidenced to communicate more immediate, rational needs in therapy rather than necessitate 

goals to be built around assumptions about their ‘functionality’ disorders or symptoms alone.  In 

therapy, art-making has served a common language and vital exchange between the therapist and 

client and has opened opportunities for language that might not be present through verbal means.  

Clinicians should have as many tools at their disposal as possible and attunement to meta-verbal 

communication has been shown to be a vital and collaborative tool in art therapy.   
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CHAPTER III 

Methodology 

Research Design 

This research consisted of single-person case study that was conducted for eleven 

sessions over two months time and with a participant diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum with a 

Severe and Profound Intellectual Disability.  An A-B-A study design was chosen to compare and 

contrast verbal control sessions alternated by beginning and ending meta-verbal communication 

sessions to document what happened over the course of the research (Horner & Odom, 2014).  

This single-subject case study offered descriptive information about one participants’ and one 

researcher’s meta-verbal communication and therapeutic relationship-building by utilizing 

exploratory and intrinsic methods of data collection and inquiry (Yin, 2003).  

Ultimately the research data was compared, contrasted and distilled from the multiple 

artifacts collected and with numerous reviews and comparisons of the sessions by this researcher.  

The multiple data artifacts included videotaped interactions during sessions, participant art-

works, interaction style assessments, session notes regarding rapport and interactions with the 

client, and images and notes regarding the researcher responses.  The data was analyzed through 

case study research methods including comparison of any noted changes in body language or 

interactions styles of participant with the researcher, symbolism or relational aspects contained in 

the art-works, and relationship dynamics across the differentiated session ‘styles’.  These 

analysis areas were targeted to assess the experience of meta-verbal communication within the 

development of a particular therapeutic relationship and compared to verbal language 

communication that was used in three control sessions.  
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Moreover, the researcher gathered diverse data and reflected what nonverbal strategies 

were used in comparison to verbal strategies to and how they impacted the therapeutic 

relationship-building process.  The researcher also noted what changed in sessions, what specific 

behaviors and interactions seemed affected by meta-communication activities, and what 

strategies seemed to build or hinder rapport.  Data also reflected some significant markers in the 

therapeutic relationship and as it grew unique elements of meaningful communication, eye 

contact or appropriate space, and other key individualized needs identified in the initial 

assessment and as compared to a post implementation of the interactive assessment.  

Participant Selection and Informed Consent  

The researcher made a purposeful, single selection from a group of potential adult 

participants who had interest in art and whose guardians were willing to give consent for art 

therapy research.  The selected participant was a resident of a long-term residential facility for 

adults with Severe and Profound Intellectual Disabilities and additionally had a diagnosis of 

Autism Spectrum Disorder.  Informal assessment sessions were conducted with the individual in 

large groups to determine a potential candidate who displayed two inclusion criteria that 

included interest in art-making and presentation as a low or nonverbal speaker.  

The participant’s guardians received the informed consent form (Appendix A) ahead of 

time that explained the study purpose, timeline, research protocol, and their rights as guardian 

participants.  They were informed of their right to grant or decline permission for artwork to be 

represented in the final thesis, and for the sessions to be videotaped for the purpose of researcher 

review and analysis.  Guardians/parents were allowed to ask questions and decide together if 

they wished to consent to research and could at any time contact their child’s adult social worker, 

the campus art therapist, or the researcher with questions.  In this case, an assent form and verbal 
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explanation were not appropriate for the cognitive developmental level of the participant.  After 

receiving permission forms from the guardians, the participant was approached by the researcher 

and familiar campus staff and asked with verbal yes/no questions and symbol cards of the art 

room if she wanted to come to the art room and participate.  The participant was not forced and 

she participated willingly each research session.  

 In addition, guardians had a media release form to give/deny permission for recordings, 

photographs or videos of sessions (Appendix B).  The media release form provided options for 

all access to images and videos, as well as individual choices for images only and researcher 

viewing of the videos only.  

All art-work and identifying information, including consent forms, videotapes, the 

researcher journal and notes, were kept secure and but available for the participant’s parents to 

see any time.  These documents and artifacts as well as any recordings collected from sessions 

were kept in a locked, private home office, and on a password-protected computer hard drive.  

No identifying information was released regarding the participant’s name or history and the 

participant and parents/guardians were informed that they could discontinue the study at any 

point.  Digital representations of the art-work made in the research sessions were the only data 

artifacts published in the final thesis document. 

Research Session Structure 

Research sessions were set up in sensitivity to the schedule of the participant, worked 

around her needs of the day and availability in her schedule.  The participant was picked up by 

the researcher from campus worksites at the same time for each session and given the choice of 

coming to make art with visual symbol cards of the art room and verbal prompts.  Verbal 

prompts were necessary at the time of traveling for safety reasons as some session pick- ups 
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required walking across campus.  At the end of each session the researcher escorted the 

participant either back to her work site or to her campus home using symbol cards that 

communicated the next task and location.  Sessions were held in the campus art room, which was 

a familiar space to the participant and within walking distance of her worksites.  Sessions were 

private, one to one, and uninterrupted for thirty minutes but the participant was allowed to leave 

early if necessary or requested.  The sessions were person-centered and structured around the 

participant’s interests and needs with no particular directive but rather a focus on the art-making 

process itself (Rogers, et al, 2012).   

The participant had a pre-selected array of art materials to choose from that emphasized 

her independent preferences while not being overwhelmed by too many possibilities.  The first 

two sessions were introductory in nature; informal, and focused on an initial interactive style 

assessment (Appendix C) that noted the range of nonverbal behaviors and communication for 

that individual.  In keeping with the A-B-A single case study design and after the initial two 

assessments, the first three sessions were nondirective with a focus on exchanges and 

observations of meta-verbal communication.  Sessions four through six continued to be 

nondirective in nature but with more of a focus on verbal communication to then contrast with 

the final three nonverbal sessions that returned to a meta-verbal communication foundation and 

continued as non-directive in nature.    

The exchanges and observations of meta-verbal and verbal communication were 

documented through researcher behavioral interaction notes, participant and researcher response 

art-works, videotaped sessions that were reviewed numerous times noting verbal and nonverbal 

exchanges.  Also, the researcher completed a personal response journal at the end of each 

session.  During the nonverbal sessions, no talking was used to communicate, only movement, 
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sounds, gestures, facial expressions, and body language.  Functional communications such as 

directions or prompts were given using gestures, simple sign language and symbol cards created 

specifically for the participant.  The three symbol cards had photographs of the participant; in the 

art room, walking home and at her work site.  These helped with transitions at the beginning and 

ending of sessions as well as orientate her to the tasks at hand.  Additional nonverbal 

communication methods included attention to body language (Phelvin, 2012), observable 

behavioral patterns (Rostron, 2010), joint attention (Isserow, 2008), mirroring (Koch, Mehl, 

Sabanski, Sieber & Fuchs, 2014), tactile exploration of art media (Richard, More & Joy, 2015), 

art-making (Got & Cheng, 2011), spontaneous communication (Chiang & Carter, 2008), 

intensive interaction (Caldwell, 2013), and improvisational engagement (Kossak, 2015).  

Mirroring was based on the assumption that attunement with the body can establish 

intersubjective connections (Koch, 2011).  Mirroring techniques included body reactions, art-

making motions such as mirror-drawing and other movements to perpetuate attunement (Koch, 

2011).  Through observations, intentions and consequences of the participant’s actions were 

better understood (Gallese, 2006).  Intensive attunements as well as attentive interaction 

techniques were used to understand mental states and behaviors as they were presented 

(Gallagher, 2004).  Little patterns, rhythms, tension changes and other subtle nonverbal messages 

were key elements of communication and observed by the research (Koch, et al., 2014).   

The verbal sessions were structured in a similar, person-centered way and focused on 

verbal communication of the art-making process and art-work.  Verbal directions and prompts 

were used by the researcher as well as comments about the art-work.  Simple closed questions 

were asked of the participant about her artwork and her processes during sessions.  Verbal 
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feedback and encouragement was also used during the verbal sessions throughout the client art-

making processes.  

   Art media was selected from the media she was most interested in and able to use in 

informal group and one to one sessions.  The selection consisted of one color in several different 

mediums.  This was to provide her with options as well as not be overwhelming.  Media choices 

were initially crayons, magic markers, scented markers, oil pastels, Crayola Twistables® and 

Crayola Colorsticks®.   She liked the Twistables®, but often would use them upside down and 

was unable to take off the marker lids.  To prevent frustration and promote independence, we 

worked with the Colorsticks® for all remaining sessions.  Due to poor motor skills, we did not 

use any paints or more fluid media, but focused on sturdy, resistive medium because 

Colorsticks® were easy to hold and manipulate, required little pressure to make marks, and had 

no lids or right-side up.  The participant, like many individuals with Severe ID, had problems 

with fine and gross motor skills but could grip a pencil (Anderson, 1994).  She established her 

own routine of completing two-three drawings each session and sequentially was provided 

several 12x18 pieces of white paper for each session along with twenty-four assorted 

Colorsticks®.  These measures were taken to promote consistency within the varied sessions and 

further established study reliability by using the same art media each session.   

Research Instruments and Data Collection  

Pre-post informal assessments.  The researcher developed an informal assessment 

(Appendix C) that was designed to highlight nuances and specific elements of the participant to 

build a foundation upon and establish a baseline.  The assessment served as behavioral and 

interactive data but also as a form of attunement, organized in a way to bring specific attention 

within the session.  The researcher used this assessment to document observations about affect, 
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interaction styles and behaviors for the participant.  The final session included this interactive 

style assessment once more to provide data for any comparative differences.  The interaction 

style pre and post assessments were designed to evaluate interaction levels and communication 

styles presented in the first and last encounters and informed the researcher how to proceed in the 

individualized research process, what nonverbal cues and interactions seemed important, and 

what, if anything changed in the participant’s interactions and communication ‘style’ over the 

course of research.  

Participant art-work.  Participant-created art was a component of the research and 

served to inform the researcher of observable changes in the body of work.  Any major themes, 

patterns or changes from the art-work provided information about the progression of the 

sessions.  Data from art-work was not singularly obtained from the content of the image, as many 

delayed and limited motor skills make media manipulation difficult and the imagery content less 

controlled and structured (Kiendl, Hooyenga, & Trenn, 1997).  More nuanced art-work 

observation was instead loosely based on the Formal Elements of Art Therapy Scale (FEATS) 

and looked at; pressure used, implied energy, space used, integration, line use, perseveration, and 

media choice (Hinz, 2013).  Rhythms and patterns within the art-work itself also served as 

comparative data and, provided a visual record of any changes over the course of the research 

sessions.  The researcher also used art-work mirroring structure in sessions occasionally and as 

an attunement tool.  These mirroring art interactions also served as a device to focus and bring 

attention to the client’s affect, movements and process in relation with the researcher.  

In-session video recording.  Video recordings provided an outsider view of the art 

therapy sessions and an additional view of nonverbal communication as it took place.  Body 

language observed provided data about the affect of the participant and emotional states 
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(Caldwell, 2013).  Various nonverbal gestures also served functional purposes for 

communicating expectations and needs.  Videotapes similarly provided data of the formation of 

the therapeutic relationship through observations of participant interaction with the space, the 

researcher and art media.  Sign language was another measurable form of nonverbal 

communication.  Sign language often got adapted and was based on needs, abilities, and motor 

control of the participant and further subjectable to needs of the session implementation (Meuris, 

Maes, De Meyer, & Zink, (2014).  Videotapes were analyzed in a structured method to look for 

any forms of communication that took place from the researcher as well as the participant.  As an 

outside observer, the tapes served as data that may have been missed or overlooked in session.  

Any changes in body language during the sessions were noted and considered informative in the 

analysis process.  Initial views by the researcher provided notes and observations and further, 

repeated views offered more detailed observations and coding connections.  

Observation log and journal art responses.  Both written and art responses by the 

researcher were used to reflect the ‘felt processing’ and as the research session developed 

(Dolphin et al., 2014).  At the conclusion of each session, the researcher completed an image in 

response to the session, wrote a personal response to the image and made formal notes about the 

meeting.  Attunement to researcher-made images functioned as a reflection tool and provided a 

safe outlet for any emotional or personal responses (Kossak, 2015).  The responsive writing 

served the function of reflecting on the personal experience of this researcher in context to the 

sessions, their progression, and the therapeutic relationship with the participant.  The researcher 

response journal also served as a place for reflection and processing the various aspects of the 

research sessions (Rubin, 2001).  Reflection facilitated personal and professional growth for this 

researcher and writing provided a structured space for that exploration (Rubin, 2001).  Written 
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responses about participant and sessions were a way to respond to the progress of the sessions 

and research in a personal way (Moon, 2002).  They provided a log of events and occurrences 

observed during sessions and a record of how, why and when they took place.  The visual art 

response pieces were a further exploration of the counter-transference, and personal responses 

about the feeling and emotional component of the sessions (Wadeson, 2000).  The direct 

observations by this researcher documented information about the non-verbal communication 

that occurred in behaviors, gestures, and other body to graphic or art-making movements that 

took place throughout the session.  Attunements to these nuances were achieved through 

therapeutic presence, mirroring, modeling, and therapist and participant created art images.   

Data Analysis 

 Triangulation of data was centered on the use of meta-verbal attunement in multiple 

sessions, as compared to a few verbal-oriented sessions and how these varied interactions played 

out in the development of the therapeutic relationship.  An in-depth comparison of the data 

artifacts from the verbal control sessions were contrasted with the nonverbal sessions and 

showed the effects of how specific attunement strategies positively or negatively affected the 

therapeutic relationship.  To assess how the meta-verbal strategies worked for attunement, formal 

session notes and videotapes were reviewed to determine what communication forms were 

implemented by both the researcher and the participant.  Meta-verbal strategies included verbal 

communication, vocalizations, gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, and physical contact.  

Interaction initiated and types of interaction by the participant were used as data for the 

development of the therapeutic relationship as found in interactive art-works, pre-post 

assessments, researcher response images, and researcher response journal.  The triangulation of 

the data compared all information for significant anomalies, patterns, flows and blocks in 
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communication, and overall perceived progress or regression.  A summarization of all data 

sources provided an overview of themes and subthemes within the sessions.  Specific themes 

such as the participant wanting her hand traced, changes in body language, types of meta-verbal 

communication used, initiating interaction, and affect were looked at across sessions and through 

data artifacts to note any changes.  Specifically data was looked at to determine how a 

therapeutic relationship was built with this population as well as what that looked like within a 

nonverbal context.  Meta-verbal communication was looked at as an alternative form of back and 

forth communication and noted when found to be effective by both the researcher and the 

participant.   

Validity and Reliability 

  The foundation of this research was based from multiple viewpoints of valid, current and 

creditable sources built out of a well-rounded literature review (Isaacs, 2014).  The researcher 

gathered opinions, research studies and theories surrounding the topics presented to add validity 

measures and shape the course of the research (Kapitan, 2010).  The research design combination 

of a single-subject case study and qualitative research are valid and consistent methods used by 

art therapy researchers and other professional researchers across many psychology fields 

(Brinkman, 2007).  Single-subject case studies offer unique observations and insight and are an 

important research tool used by psychologists (Morgan & Morgan, 2001).  This study was set up 

in a way that it could be replicated in an exact way or adapted to meet various needs surrounding 

non-traditional therapeutic relationships.  The research methods and designs were clearly 

explained along with the specific meta-verbal implementation strategies used to create a 

framework for replication.   
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Ethical Implications 

 Safeguarding the participant and minimizing potential risks were key factors in the 

research development, method organization and implication strategies of this research study.  

The candidate was selected with consultation from the resident art therapist as someone who 

would most benefit from one to one art therapy time.  The process included a risk assessment of 

the participant’s participation in art therapy and any associated changes in routine that would 

have been a result of adding the research sessions to her schedule.  The participant was also 

given choices at all stages, which protected her independence and right to leave at any time or 

discontinue the study.  The identity and identifying information was kept private and not 

compromised or shared and her name shared in research results was a pseudonym.   

No therapeutic goals were established for the research sessions and the time was not 

directed or overly structured by the researcher but more self-directed by the participant.  The 

researcher and overseeing art therapist maintained professional boundaries at all times and 

constantly assessed the participant for any possible risks.  Potential risks included pressure 

related to expectations or a desire to please the staff or researcher.  Many of the residents of the 

facility also used drawing or painting for their campus worksites and that expectation of 

performance often spilled over into recreational and therapeutic activities.  Ethical considerations 

follow the American Art Therapy Association’s Ethical Guidelines (2013) on respecting the 

‘dignity’ and ‘welfare’ of the participant and align with the research requirements laid out in the 

document.  The participant had potential benefits of one to one attention, art-making and 

personalized interventions to receive from the study.  
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Researcher Bias 

The researcher was aware of potential biases and explored them at every stage of the research 

process through personal reflection, art-making during the research sessions and feedback from 

the co-researcher.  Qualitative case studies are highly subjective in nature because they are 

concerned with the uniqueness of the research participant rather than building theory or how one 

case represents another.  It was critical to maintain awareness of any potential areas of researcher 

influence that might affect perceived ideas surrounding the population or the effects of art 

therapy.  Data was viewed and triangulated several times to ensure a realistic and contextual 

presentation of the results.  Any form of research is subject to bias and careful attention to our 

own is vital for valid research (Kapitan, 2010).   
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CHAPTER IV 

Results  

Participant Description  

 A young lady comes to the table to join me, prompted by a staff she knows, and 

unfamiliar with myself.  She is not much older than I, with short blond hair and clothes much like 

a teenager.  She sits with me but remains aloof, unsure perhaps not only of a new environment 

but a new person.  She always carries a hairbrush, secure in one hand, an extension of her own 

body in some ways.  I offer art materials, a single color selected and with a verbal prompt as 

well as a movement indicating the choices, she gingerly chooses a Crayola Twistable and begins 

drawing.  As I watch her I am reminded of those cold days in a house with no heat, bundled and 

swaddled in blankets.  She is much the same, wrapped tight in her own self-soothing processes 

and withdrawn gaze.  As she draws, she relaxes slightly and her tightness becomes somewhat 

looser.  She giggles at her marks and checks to make sure I am looking.  She places her hand in 

front of me, gesturing for me to trace. I offer but she quietly seems unsure and traces her own 

hand.  A second offer is much the same, reaching out and withdrawing, like a rhythm.  A third 

time she asks and this time she accepts my offer to trace her hand.  Much like an adventurous 

hand braving the cold air outside of a comfortably warm blanket, she reaches outside of her 

confines and boldly interacts with me.-Researcher response journal, informal session.  

The participant was a 38-year old Caucasian woman who had been at the residential 

center for over 10 years.  Pam had been diagnosed with Severe and Profound Intellectual 

Disability and an Autism Spectrum Disorder at some point in her young life and had a history of 

medical disorders.  She had limited verbal language, which mostly consisted of ‘yes’ and ‘no’ 

but could understand simple questions or statements.  Her main forms of communication were 
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gestures, adapted sign language, and vocalizations.  Her drawings presented on the Longitudinal 

Scribble Stage of Graphic Development characterized by awareness of paper boundaries and 

repetition of movement (Hinz, 2009).  She liked one to one attention but only from certain staff 

she felt comfortable with.  To each session she brought a hairbrush, kept it in her lap while she 

drew, and for most sessions she also brought a soda.  She was strong willed and staff that she did 

not know or have a connection with often could not persuade her to go to work or do something 

she was not willing to do.  She often refused to come to work but was interested in coming to the 

art room when the researcher picked her up.  The researcher also went to her home and asked if 

she would like to come to the art room, was not forced, and given a choice to participate or not.  

The sessions were consistent by meeting time and days of the week with only two variations due 

to illness and external conflicts.  The three main areas where data was triangulated for results 

were video-recordings, participant art-work, and researcher notes and assessments, and art-work.   

Case Study Results  

 Data analysis of the A-B-A case study data results concluded six major themes identified 

in Table 1.  

Table 1.  

Themes Regarding Meta-Verbal Communication  

 

 

Themes 

 

Hand-tracings 

Body Language 

Meta-Verbal Strategies   

Initiated Interactions 

Affect 

Silence 
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Hand-tracings.  Forty one percent of the total images created across sessions contained at least 

one hand-tracing done by either the participant or the researcher.  Hand-tracings often had heavy 

marking on the fingers or loose marks around the palms.  

 Meta-verbal sessions one, two, and three.  The first three sessions of research were non-

verbal and the participant completed between two and four images per session.  Paper size, 

placement and media remained consistent across all sessions.  The first session was an extension 

of the informal assessments and was nonverbal in nature.  Still assessing appropriate materials, 

the participant used a combination of markers and Colorsticks® but had trouble removing 

marker lids and holding them right-side up.  Marks were heavy-handed, covered a large surface 

area and varied somewhat in shape.  All of her drawings showed boundary awareness, never 

came past the edges of the paper, were mostly centered or left-aligned.  Most images were a 

single scribble or series of loose, repeated circles, multi-line circumference circles, and roving 

enclosed circles (Malchiodi, 1998).  The first several hand-tracings were colored in with tight 

scribbles and the last two series of hand-tracings were colored with loose and open scribbles.  

The second and third nonverbal sessions showed an increase of marks, taking up a large amount 

of the paper, heavily colored areas and contrasting shapes.  The first image was multi-toned and 

very typical of drawings throughout the research sessions.  Large circles filled up the page, 

changed in size, with a slight overlap and intersection (see Figure 1).  The second drawing was a 

heavy-handed monochromatic drawing with heavy marks and implied energy (see Figure 2).  

The second session produced three drawings and hand-tracings.  Colors were limited with heavy 

marks around the fingers.  The third session consisted of similar colors and an additional piece 

done by the researcher who mirrored what the participant was drawing.   
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Figure 1. Participant drawing, Nonverbal image 1.  

 

Figure 2. Participant drawing. Nonverbal image 2.  

  

In the final image of the first nonverbal sessions, the participant invited the researcher to 

trace her hand, an interaction that reoccurred through-out most sessions and varied in approach, 

amount drawn, and who did the tracing.   

Verbal control sessions four, five, and six.  Sessions four through six were in a verbal 

format and consisted of two or three drawings per session.  Occasionally an extra collaborative 

image was attempted on a separate piece of paper but did not often yield much interest.  The 
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participant drawings in the verbal sessions lacked in the amount of space used, areas covered, 

and were often completed in a hurry compared to earlier sessions.  In session four, or the first 

verbal session the participant handed the researcher a Colorstick® and placed her hand down on 

the paper to be traced.  This continued into session five or the second verbal session as well, with 

the paper in front of the participant and a nonverbal invitation for her hand to be traced.  

 In the second verbal session, the participant produced an abnormal image with sparse 

lines, no circles and few colors.  The final verbal session was again a deviation from the normal 

circular repetitive images the participant drew and consisted of a series of several hand-tracings 

done by the researcher.  Images were drawn on the front and back of the paper and consisted 

solely of numerous hands traced.  The participant drew heavy marks or shading on the inside 

outline of the hand and the fingers with big loose lines (see Figure 3).  

Figure 3. Participant art-work during verbal session. 

  

 In the final verbal session the participant wished her hand to be traced but her soda was 

in-between the researcher and herself so she reached over, moved the can and placed the paper in 

the space in-between the two.  This was different from her normal hand-tracings which were 

done by herself or the researcher reaching across to her paper. 
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Meta-verbal sessions seven, eight, and nine.  Art-work in session seven remained 

consistent with previous images, heavy lines, few colors, and repeated circular marks.  The final 

two images created in the seventh session were each one color and drawn with much speed and 

little effort.  No shapes intersected or were integrated but stood as unconnected circles.  The 

eighth session provided little variety but included two hand-tracings done by the researcher and a 

large amount of space and integration used.   

The final session produced the largest amount of drawings with eight images in total.  

Each image contained two hand-tracings done hand-over-hand with the researcher and light open 

marks in the fingers.  Marks inside fingers differed from other tracings in that the lines created 

open and loose scribbles compared to the tight heavily-marked areas represented before (see 

Figure 4). 

Figure 4. Participant art-work final session. 

 

  Each hand was colored in with the same color it was traced with picked out by the 

participant and each hand-tracing received another color from the previous.  A final piece was 

completed by the researcher and the participant with a hand-tracing of the researcher followed by 

a hand-tracing of the participant, an attempt at creating a collaborative piece which received little 
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attention from the participant. Strong visual qualities between nonverbal and verbal sessions 

were noted using the FEATS scale (Hinz, 2009) adapted to meet appropriate needs.  Nonverbal 

sessions offered a larger surface area covered, low to moderate energy levels, moderate 

integration and heavy and light line quality.  The verbal sessions displayed higher concentration 

in areas of the drawings, mostly high energy levels, a smaller amount of space used, high 

integration and heavy line quality.  There was a color variety across sessions with heavy use of 

purples and greens in the nonverbal and yellows, reds and oranges in the verbal sessions. 

Body language. The following is a researcher description of body language attunement 

with an accompanying researcher response image.  

The silence hung on us like a heavy rain, soaking in and penetrating our clothes.  There was an 

expectation, a longing to fill the silence, to soften the harsh sounds that bounce off our beings.  

Every little sound echoes, becoming almost visible.  Even our breath, heavy and uneven full of 

pauses and hesitancy becomes a tangible presence joining us at the table (Researcher response 

journal, nonverbal session 2).  

Figure 5. Researcher response journal image from nonverbal sessions.  

 

In the beginning of the sessions, the body language of both the researcher and the 

participant was affected by the presence of silence.  The body language of the participant was 
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rigid; Pam leaned away from the researcher and stayed within the boundaries of her paper.  In the 

starting sessions the materials were placed by the participant’s left hand as she was left-handed.  

This was for easy access but was later moved as it created a physical barrier between her and the 

researcher.  Pam was often distracted and looked away from her drawing at every noise or 

outside voice.  This occurred more often in the beginning stages of the research, and notably 

decreased during the verbal sessions and in final two nonverbal sessions.  The body language of 

the participant started off very rigid and confined to her own area.  The hand-tracing was the first 

breach in this space boundary, followed in later sessions by physical interactions.  At times the 

art-making process was the participant’s only focus and did not give much attunement to the 

researcher’s changes in body language or mirroring attempts.  Upon completion of each image, 

the participant would hand the researcher her drawing and indicate with sign language if she 

wanted ‘more’ or was ‘done’.  In the third nonverbal session the participant began to display 

some attunement by watching the researcher mirror her drawings.  The participant responded 

slightly to the mirroring by watching the movement of the researcher’s hand but made no 

apparent connection to it as an act of mirroring.  Attention to the researcher prior to this had been 

low with very little back-and-forth exchanges.   

 Meta-verbal communication.  In the initial set of sessions, the majority of 

communication took place through gestures, simple adapted sign-language, facial expressions, 

symbol cards, and eye gaze which offered a limited back-and-forth exchange.  There was an 

adjustment period as both parties came to a common ground and began to understand one 

another.  In the first set of nonverbal sessions, there were expectations of the part of the 

participant who was used to an environment that offered constant verbal praise.  This was a 

potential communication block as the participant was unsure and inattentive to the researcher.  
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Essential communication such as directions and basic interactions were accomplished through 

nonverbal means but no back and forth communication or interactions initiated by the participant 

took place during the first three sessions.  

The atmosphere was different, we both felt more relaxed, more at ease, going into 

something familiar.  Like putting on comfortable shoes (Journal entry, verbal session1). 

 The shift to verbal sessions brought a different level of attunement and communication 

from the participant.  Pam was more engaged and displayed more attention to the task at hand by 

looking away less often and using more consistent eye gaze towards the researcher.  Verbal 

questions asked by the researcher were answered with sign language, gestures or facial 

expressions.  The structure of incorporating verbal into the sessions provided a familiarity and 

opened up a flow of communication.  Art-work at that stage reflected lines of communication 

though continued hand-tracings done by the researcher.  The final three sessions showed 

significant increase in types of verbal communication used and a flow of back and forth 

communication.  

Informal assessments were conducted at the beginning and ending of sessions.  The final 

assessment referred to the final session rather than accumulatively across sessions and assessed 

the current behavior and interactions.  The initial assessment showed a limited array of nonverbal 

communication contrasted to the final assessment that noted a wide variety of techniques used by 

both the researcher and the participant.  Additional techniques used were changes in body 

language, reciprocating sign language, and movement of space.  The first assessment showed no 

verbal language contrasted with the final assessment which acknowledged some forms of simple 

verbal communication such as ‘yes’ however the list of techniques used by the participant 

increased and those used by the researcher decreased in the final assessment.  The participant 
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displayed a wider range of meta-verbal communication styles and began to initiate interaction 

with the researcher who in contrast simplified her approaches to those the participant responded 

to.  This was a method of individualizing the approach and focusing on the strategies the 

participant was responsive to.  For example, art-work mirroring did not hold the interest of the 

participant, dissimilarity adapted sign language and facial expressions were found to be effective.  

 Initiated interactions. The session went on without little acknowledgment of my 

presence.  After completing two images, she handed them to me appearing to be done.  Using the 

symbol cards and asking with words, she chooses to draw over going back to work.  For the 3
rd

 

piece I placed a piece of paper between us, mirroring her drawing and drawing over her marks.  

This was one of the only times she acknowledged me today, looking up and verbalizing a ‘hi’.  

There was still a wall, a level of unawareness that was only penetrated by a quiet ‘hi’ (Journal 

entry, verbal session 2).  

In the eighth session, which was nonverbal, the participant displayed the first initiation of 

physical contact.  After the first drawing was complete, the participant handed the researcher her 

hair brush and tie and bent her head down to have her hair brushed and pulled back.  During the 

previous three sessions there was an increase in types of nonverbal communication by both the 

participant and the researcher, which included eye contact, relaxed and open body language, 

additional gestures, facial expressions and pointing.  The ninth session was the final session of 

the study, was nonverbal, and displayed the second initiation of physical contact by the 

participant.  During most sessions the participant would gesture or motion to have her hand 

traced.  As sessions went on she began to move the paper in-between herself and the researcher.  

In the final session she reached out and took the researcher’s hand, pulled it over to her and drew 

hand-over-hand on her paper.  The session consisted mainly of hand-over-hand tracings across 
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several pieces of paper.  At the end of the session, the participant signed ‘done’, choose the 

correct symbol card and fist-bumped the researcher as a goodbye gesture.  Prior to these 

interactions, the only effort the participant made to engage the researcher was handing her 

Colorstick® and placing her hand down on her paper.  The researcher used a person-centered 

approach and let Pam initiate when she was ready and the hand-tracing served as invitation to the 

researcher.  This gesture of physical contact was unique to the final two sessions reflected in the 

multiple hand-drawings completed, new meta-verbal communication techniques, complete 

change in body language and personal triumph for the researcher.  

Affect.  Our session today was full of color and energy.  For the first time in all the 

sessions I feel a connection.  Her protective shroud was gone today, dissolved by giggles and a 

brave soul (Journal entry, nonverbal session 4).  

The three verbal sessions presented a much more energetic and playful affect as 

demonstrated in the participant’s energy level, more relaxed body language, and a higher level of 

engagement that spilled over to the final three nonverbal sessions.  She presented as more 

relaxed in the verbal sessions compared to the first three sessions either more comfortable with 

the format or with the researcher.  The final interactive style assessment recorded the 

participant’s interaction style was ‘aloof’ in the beginning of the research and progressed to 

‘active’ by the end of the research sessions and her affect changed also from withdrawn and 

hesitant to open and light-hearted.   Art-work reflected these changes in the scribble or shading 

marks on the hands and fingers of the hand-tracings and by the end of research these marks 

moved from tight to loose.   

In the beginning the participant was hesitant to travel with the researcher to the art room.  

As sessions progressed, Pam felt more at ease and readily came when she saw the researcher.  
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The participant had been to the art room before and was familiar with the art-making process; 

however it was not a part of her current schedule and the researcher worked with her care staff 

and the campus art therapist to make the necessary arrangements and change in her schedule.  

All of the sessions took place during the participant’s morning campus work shift.  Four of the 

total sessions were scheduled when she was working from home and the other five sessions were 

during her work time in a location down the hall.  By the fourth session, the participant 

immediately recognized the researcher and readily came along, even on days she was home and 

other staff could not motivate her to leave.  The participant had begun to recognize the researcher 

and feel safe enough to travel alone with her to the art room.   

Researcher journal images reflected the changes in the therapeutic relationship and any 

counter-transference.  Most images focused on the participant and the feeling of dealing with 

issues as they came up, such as silence.  Notes and images from the researcher showed 

uncomfortableness with silence and the unnatural process of practicing complete nonverbal 

communication.  All images created by the researcher were single-subject, focused on the 

participant or countertransference and did not include a representation of the researcher.  It 

wasn’t until the final reflection image that two figures were included, an image that contained 

both the researcher and the participant (see Figure 6).  This was the only time the researcher 

represented herself in the images, an unconscious choice of focus.  
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Figure 6. Final researcher image. 

 

 

Silence.  I ponder and watch, feeling her hesitancy and expectancy. I notice I feel the 

same, eager and nervous.  I feel a sense of excitement in getting to work with someone new. I see 

an interesting young lady hidden under self-protecting layers.  I want to reach, to connect, just 

like her.  However I feel her boundaries, and am careful to respect them.  We both breath 

uneasily as we wait, treading unknown ground together, excited about what we will discover.  

Silence pulls up a chair and joins us at the table (Journal entry nonverbal session 1).  

The first formal session was completely nonverbal as were the following two sessions.  

The researcher and participant were joined by her one to one staff to provide her with a familiar 

presence and behavioral aid if needed.  The staff was off screen from the video-recording and 

had a difficult time keeping silent and often made comments or offered praise to the participant, 

breaking her concentration.  Outside noises and voices were another source of distraction and the 

participant was often seen looking away towards the noise.  The transition to the verbal sessions 

reduced the level of distraction by noise and brought both the researcher and the participant to a 

more familiar place.  However, silence was still existent but rather then overbearing presence, it 

brought a familiar feeling.  As Pam could not verbalize more than ‘yes’ or ‘no’ her role in the 

verbal sessions did not change, only the researcher changed by adding verbal communication 

questions and engagement attempts.   
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When the sessions progressed into the final nonverbal format, the silence was welcomed 

back and brought with it a level of comfort and shared space.  Pam was more engaged then in the 

first set on nonverbal sessions and displayed diverse types of communication such as the 

initiation of physical contact.  The silence took on a final form of familiarity and opened the 

doors for meta-verbal communication.  

Results Summary 

 The triangulation of the data artifacts showed consistent themes across all forms of 

information relating to meta-verbal communication and the therapeutic relationship.  Results 

showed parallels of the therapeutic process of art-making with this population as well as new 

ground in working with those on the Autism Spectrum.  The progression of the therapeutic 

relationship was recorded through multiple artifacts to the process within meta-verbal processes 

and adapted to someone with autism.  Art-work, videos, session notes and interaction style 

assessments all served as witnesses to that process.  
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CHAPTER V 

Discussion and Conclusion  

Discussion  

 Meta-verbal communication and the therapeutic relationship.  

The quiet was heavy.  It sat with us.  Every voice or closing door sounded like a train 

rushing by, rattling our beings.  Or an airplane overhead, zooming by, shadowing every other 

noise in its wake.  Verbal communication is such a common mode, even used with clients who 

don’t verbally communicate.  There is a challenge for both of us, maintaining attunement and 

avoiding distractions as well as making a connection (Researcher response journal, nonverbal 

session 2). 

 Creating an atmosphere of silence and attunement to meta-verbal communication was an 

exercise in being self-aware and in the moment.  ‘Theory of mind’ or an almost mind-reading 

like ability is something we take for granted at times and for those with Autism it may be a 

challenging task (Gallagher, 2004).  The silence brought with it a presence, which at times was 

welcome and comforting while being and heavy and intimidating during other moments.  The 

researcher and the participant struggled with the dynamics not only of silence but of creating 

something brand new, a relationship built on trust and a shared, common meta-verbal language 

(Meyerowitz-Katz, 2003).  Personal expectancies of perceived ‘normal’ communication created 

temporary communication boundaries and were a challenge to mutually overcome.  The world is 

a verbal world, and to create a nonverbal atmosphere is to step outside of comfort zones and 

enter a completely different space.  For residents at the facility of research, they were constantly 

surrounded be noises, sounds, vocalizations and voices.  Even residents who were deaf or do not 

speak verbally were often spoken to using verbal language and sign language.  Stepping into a 
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nonverbal space provided a highly tuned lens into the array and wide possibilities of meta-verbal 

communication, and attunement was the dual task of the researcher and the participant. 

Key elements in a strong therapeutic relationship are; empathic attunement, a therapeutic 

bond and art/task collaboration and this research found those steps (Greenberg, 2014).  As with 

any therapeutic relationship, it took time and patience to develop the essential ingredients.  In the 

first several sessions the participant kept her own space, the paper almost becoming a physical 

boundary line and the media on her other side, much like a fence.  The researcher used empathic 

attunement by observing body language, replicating gestures and facial expressions, and art-

work mirroring however in the early nonverbal sessions, communication did not readily flow but 

seemed blocked by expectations and ideas of normalcy and lack of participant attunement.  The 

researcher had assumptions based on the idea that back and forth communication in meta-verbal 

form should still resemble verbal communication with immediate and appropriate responses.  An 

assumption about attunement was placed on the participant as well, built around the idea that the 

participant should demonstrate the same types and levels of attunement the researcher was doing.  

This was a limited view and the researcher quickly readjusted to adapt her methods of 

attunement rather than waiting for the participant to adjust hers.  This was done by noticing 

instead of mirrored responses, what meta-verbal techniques were interesting to the participant 

and building off of those, such as her hand-tracing ritual.  

  Therapeutic presence by the researcher was another technique used to build a therapeutic 

base.  That act is full engagement with the present encounter and interaction with the participant 

(Geller, Greenberg & Watson, 2010).  This was reflected in the change of uses of meta-verbal 

communication incorporate techniques the participant was more familiar with and manifested in 

researcher’s response journal through personal responses that represented the stages of the 
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research sessions.  A therapeutic base began to take place as the sessions continued, shown 

through spontaneous communication by the participant, interaction and an increased array of 

meta-verbal techniques.  Spontaneous communication in those with Autism is often lacking and 

can require stimuli (Chiang & Carter, 2008).  The participant in this study demonstrated 

spontaneous communication through meta-verbal techniques and interactions, the art-making 

perhaps served as stimuli.  Art-work showed a progression from tracing her own hand, to an 

invitation for the researcher to trace and when she physically pulled over the researcher into her 

space.  The participant did the first series of hand-tracings and attempts for the researcher to help 

were denied by her pulling away her hand.  Eventually Pam began to feel more comfortable and 

allowed the researcher to trace her hand, in her space, which progressed over time to a shared 

space, with the paper between.  This was an example of a therapeutic bond forming, with very 

little verbal communication, instead a large portion of gestures, signs, facial expressions and 

body language and a steady flow of communication.  

The final stage of the therapeutic relationship is task-collaboration, demonstrated in this 

case by collaborative art-making (Greenberg, 2014).  Art-making as an act has been shown to 

play an important role in the therapeutic relationship (Evans & Duboski, 1999).  Art has also 

been found to be a building block of the therapeutic relationship (Emery, 2004).  In this study, 

the collaborative art-making served as an indicator that there was growth in the therapeutic 

relationship.  In the final session the participant reached over and grabbed the researcher’s hand, 

pulled her into her space and drew hand-over-hand.  Previous attempts had been made by the 

researcher to draw on a shared space, but the participant was never interested or integrated her 

drawings with those of the researcher.  This final session was the only collaborative piece 

initiated by the participant and completed together.  She felt safe and comfortable enough to 
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share her physical space, initiate psychical contact, and create something together.  No words 

were spoken during this interaction, demonstrating a fluid communication flow based entirely on 

meta-verbal techniques.  Attunement at that stage became a give and take motion, not just a 

practice of the researcher, but the participant who acted in the present moment (Kossak, 2015).  

Autism Spectrum Disorders and Intellectual Disabilities  

 The initial practice of attunement and incorporation of meta-verbal language was a 

challenge with this researcher participant.  Another challenge for the researcher was the practice 

of nonverbal art therapy, which despite recognizing the power of the image, often seeks to 

verbalize it (Moon, 2009).  Moon described the process of verbalizing the meta-verbal artistic 

expression as “imagicide” or the forcing of verbal explanations onto visual art.  Inherent to 

counseling professions at large there is also a focus on talking and verbalizing questions, 

thoughts, opinions and comments.  Art therapists are encouraged to let the art speak for itself as 

Moon (2009) described however the pressure to verbalize is often present.  As seen with Pam’s 

care staff as well who displayed a need for constant talking and verbal praise even when 

everyone else was nonverbal, being nonverbal was a very unnatural approach.  

In this research study the participant demonstrated personal benefits from one to one 

interaction, art-making and attunement to the relationship by addressing specific and unique 

needs and modes of expression presented by the participant (Henley, 1986).  There was also a 

demonstrated benefit of stress release as shown by the changes in the marks on the hands.  Art-

making with this population has associated benefits in relieving anxiety often associated with 

Autism Spectrum Disorders (Epp, 2008).   

Additionally, the provision of free choices and independent choice-making have been 

found to decrease aggressive behaviors and while this case study did not present or focus on 
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behaviors, it is an element in the therapeutic relationship (McClean & Grey, 2012).  Building a 

therapeutic relationship from scratch using nonverbal strategies was an additional challenge not 

strongly represented in art therapy literature.  A focus on meta-verbal communication and to 

build a therapeutic relationship as a focus of therapy is an alternative idea to traditional methods 

and could be considered a ‘back door’ approach (Mirenda, 2008).  Behavior was not a 

consideration in these research sessions, rather a form of communication and a mutual reliance 

on nonverbal communication (Phelvin, 2012).  To some her behavior of carrying a hairbrush 

could be perceived as inappropriate or contrary.  In the eyes of the researcher, the brush seemed 

an extension of Pam, much like a child with a security blanket.  The act of handing the researcher 

the brush and indicating for her hair to be pulled back was a metaphorically move to extended a 

part of herself to the researcher, she allowed herself to be vulnerable.  In the final sessions this 

‘behavior’ manifested itself as a connection point, an acknowledgment of trust and a therapeutic 

bond and was not a behavior at all.  Phoebe Caldwell (2013) demonstrated through her work 

with those on the Autism Spectrum how attunement, mirroring and working with presented 

behaviors could be effective methods of therapeutic interventions.   

Intervention around Intellectual Disorders also lack in research that focuses solely on the 

building and creating of therapeutic relationships.  Personal interactions and engagement with 

those with IDs provide empowerment for the individual (Reuzel, et. al., 2013).  In this study the 

participant was empowered to make choices at every stage possible and enabled to initiate 

engagement on her terms and when she was ready.  Initiated contact and engagement with the 

researcher suggested her level of attunement and engagement as it changed over the research 

sessions and perceived changes in art-work were a further demonstration of a growing 

therapeutic relationship.   
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Heavy shading can indicate anxiety or pressure and the heavy shading around the fingers 

and palms in the hand tracings could have represented anxiety about the art-making and the 

symbolical connection of having the researcher trace her hand (Furth, 1988).  Details such as the 

change in types of scribbles in the hands, which switched from tight to loose lines suggest a more 

relaxed affect and emotional release (Hinz, 2009).  Color use for this participant was not heavily 

interpreted as individuals at this graphic development level often choose colors randomly rather 

than with specific intent (Malchiodi, 1998).  One noteworthy observation about color choice was 

the large use of purple during the verbal sessions, which was supposed to be her favorite color.  

This could suggest she was more comfortable at the times when she used purple or could suggest 

the opposite and that she used purple as a calming tool.  

Limitations  

Limitations to this study included environmental factors such as the traveling aspect 

before and after sessions that added additional elements and dynamics.  Prior to some sessions, 

the participant was across campus in her home and traveling to the art room required some verbal 

directions and affirmations, possibly making the transition to nonverbal once in the art room 

more difficult or unexpected.  In a couple sessions, Pam’s one to one direct staff joined the 

participant and the researcher earlier in the day and due to behaviors of concern.  Though this did 

not affect her art-work, it did however distract her concentration occasionally.  Further 

distractions were heard outside of the art room, and though sessions were never interrupted, 

extraneous noise and voices especially in the nonverbal sessions were disrupting.   

There are also inherent limitations with case studies as they provide specific information 

about a single-subject.  This study over time and with a larger sample size could provide greater 

insight into the building of therapeutic relationships, nonverbal communication and the Autistic 
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community.  Additionally, they were limitations broaching the subject of research and many staff 

of the residential facility felt hesitant or resistive to the idea of research.  An original participant 

through another, non-profit organization was selected but denied permission by the facility that 

had a policy for no research to take place with their clients.  The residential facility in contrast 

was open and supportive of research but many care takers and one to one staffs were wary of the 

process, intimidated perhaps by the terminology.  The initial denial for research limited the 

population access from an individual with an ASD diagnoses in the general population to 

someone who additionally had an ID and lived in a residential facility.  Working at the facility 

itself presented unique challenges such participant’s campus involvement in work requirements, 

campus trips and scheduled holidays.  The researcher had to work around these limitations as 

well as other complications associated with residential care such as snack and mealtime.  

Recommendations 

This was an individual case study focusing on an individual with autism.  A more 

detailed study could involve a larger group of participants and show progress in greater detail 

over a longer amount of time.  This study was conducted at a residential facility and may not 

have been a general look into the experience of an individual with Autism living in the 

community.  Autism has high comorbidity rates of other disorders and physical concerns that 

should be factor in future studies.  Physical problems like handicaps or seizure disorders may 

coexist and would also affect behavior.  Considerations like this should be explored and factored 

into further studies as well as sensitive attunement to the idea of ‘behaviors’ in comparison to 

alternative forms of communication.  

Additionally most people with Autism do not also have intellectual disabilities and 

studies focused on the separate disorders could be beneficial both to those with an ASD or an ID.  
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Meta-verbal practices at large could be studied with any type of population, adapted to meet 

unique needs.  Art therapists as well can benefit from practicing nonverbal communication, 

being in the moment and using meta-verbal techniques.   

Conclusion  

The purpose of this research was to study the development of a therapeutic relationship 

with an individual on the ASD, exploring the complications and nuances that arose when the less 

studied elements surrounding this subject were broached.  There was much research to support 

the use of art therapy with persons in this population and the potential benefits in multiple areas 

(Bragge & Fenner, 2009; Emery, 2004; Epp, 2008; Evans & Dubowski, 1999; & Martin, 2009). 

There was also a significant amount of research focused on the healing properties of the 

therapeutic relationship (Greenberg, 2014; Henley, 1986; Learmouth & Gibson, 2010; & 

McClean & Grey, 2012).  However there was not much correlating research explaining practical 

ways to establish this relationship with persons on the Autism Spectrum or models for what this 

would look like.  This study observed the phenomenology of the therapeutic relationship from 

the beginning and provided a possible model of steps and actions to build rapport with clients 

who have autism.  Progression with the participant showed a formation of a therapeutic 

relationship expressed through changes in participant art-work, changes in researcher art-work, 

increased modes of nonverbal communication, and initiated interactions.  Though uncomfortable 

at first, nonverbal practices provided a place for attunement and expression outside of the daily 

routine.  The formation of that relationship provided an example of the possibility and desire of 

those with autism to connect in meaningful ways and will hopefully generate a larger 

understanding of the disorder at large and provide alternative ways of addressing treatment 

needs.  
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APPENDIX A 

Kansas Heiskell-Cook 2015 

Saint Mary of-the-Woods College 

In partial fulfillment of MAAT Program, Masters in Art, Art Therapy  

 

 The purpose of this research case study is to investigate the formation of a therapeutic 

relationship with your family member who is diagnosed on the Autism Spectrum and any 

potential benefits of non-verbal communication through art making.  The case study will collect 

data from one-on-one sessions using art and ‘meta-communication’ interactions, or non-talking 

activities, as the primary tools of communication.  In addition to rapport building through art-

making activities, the researcher hopes to collect data through observational notes, videotape, 

and shared individual art making to show how a therapeutic relationship can develop in 

alternative ways of talking with one another and have a positive influence on other areas of your 

family member’s life and communication with others.   

The procedure involves no risk for the participant or guardians and will take place at JIRDC, and 

any data collected through researcher notes, art-work or any data charts will be kept safe and 

private with no identifying information shared with others.  If you are agreeable, this researcher 

would like to publish some images of art-works made in a written thesis titled “Therapeutic 

Communication: The Benefits of Building a Therapeutic Relationship with Individuals on the 

Autism Spectrum through Meta-Verbal Processes”.  The benefits of the research participation 

will be individualized art therapy activities structured around your family member’s needs and 

interests.  Only the researcher and the research supervisor will have access to the data collected 

and any shared information will be changed to protect the identity of the research participant.  

Any participating parties; the participant and guardians, have the right to decline this study if 

they do not wish to participate.  If the guardians do not wish to have their family member 

participate; there will be no type of penalty or any other changes for services currently being 

offered and no negative effects for the JIRDC resident.  Guardians and participant also retain the 

right to withdraw for any reason at any time without penalty.  The participant will be monitored 

during art sessions to determine their willingness and interest in continuing.  Any disinterest or 

unwillingness presented in session will be determined as their choice to withdraw from the study 

and will be honored with no repercussions or penalties.  Guardians may communicate with the 

researcher their desire to see any data gathered or if they wish to withdraw at any time.  The 

research is estimated to take place August-October of 2015 on campus.  
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By signing this form you give permission for your child to participate in this research project of 

collecting data through individual sessions and any created art work.   

 

I as the parent understand and give my consent for my child to participate in this activity: 

Print Name_____________________________________  

Sign Name____________________________________  Date_______________________ 

Print Name_____________________________________  

Sign Name____________________________________  Date_______________________ 

This study was approved by the Saint Mary of-the-Woods College Human Subjects Institutional 

Review Board on 7/30/15.  

Any questions or concerns about the study please contact the researcher, the researcher’s 

supervisor or the chair of the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board.  

Co-Researcher 
Kansas Heiskell-Cook 

 

Co-researcher 

Natalie Carlton 

Principle Researcher 

Jill McNutt 
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APPENDIX B 

Research: Kansas Heiskell-Cook 2015 

Saint Mary of-the-Woods College 

MAAT Program 

CONSENT TO VIDEOTAPE/PHOTOGRAPH 

Thank you for participating in this research project.  As a guardian/parent, you have the choice to 

give or decline permission for the participant to be videotaped, audiotaped, and art images 

photographed for research purposes. Below are options for media recording choices, initial the 

one(s) that you feel most comfortable with. There will be no negative consequences for refusing 

any of the choices. Recordings may possibly be used for educational purposes such as; 

presentations, scientific journals, conferences and images may be used in the final thesis report 

which will be electronically published in educational databases. The research will only use media 

that has been approved below by the guardian/parent of the participant and will be kept on site 

and terminated at the end of the research study or no later than December 31, 2015. No 

identifying information such as names or research site will be used.  

__________ I give permission for sessions to be videotaped for analytical purposes, not shown 

publicly. (For researcher viewing only) 

__________ I give full permission for any images or video tape to appear in educational settings.  

 

__________ I give permission for artwork to be photographed for researcher use only.  

 

__________ I give permission for artwork to be shared in educational settings and published for 

final thesis report. 

__________ I give permission to have sessions audio recorded for analytical purposes.  

 

__________ I do not want any type of recordings made of the sessions.  

I have read and understand the above and give consent/do not give consent as indicated by 

initials.  

Signature(s)______________________________________________________ 

Date_______________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX C 

Initial Interaction Style Assessment 

Does the participant have verbal communication?     Y N 

 Is verbal communication:  Receptive  Expressive 

Did participant acknowledge the presence of the therapist?    Y N 

If so, what was the acknowledgement?    

Verbal      Physical 

Other: 

Does the participant initiate contact/interaction?     Y N 

What is the participant’s reaction to the therapist?   

Aloof     Passive    Active 

How do they respond to a directive? 

Interested  Compliant  Passive Resistive  Inappropriate 

How do they respond to the art media?         

Interested  Compliant  Passive Resistive  Inappropriate 

What media was offered? 

What media were used by the participant?  

Did the participant demonstrate ability for back and forth verbal conversation? Y N 

Did the participant demonstrate ability for back and forth non-verbal communication? Y      N 

What are the participant’s interests, preferences and obvious media skills? 

 

Graphic Development Level: 
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Affect: 

 

Presenting body language: 

 

Self-soothing Behaviors:  

 

Initial thoughts/images: 

 

 

What meta-verbal communication did the researcher use? 

 

 

What meta-verbal communication did the participant use? 
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